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This is a great hobby we enjoy isn’t it! I have loved it for, ..well... forever. I am sorry it is be-
ing threatened by the FAA, and if you think that threat is gone….Please….DONT! Keep fol-
lowing everything Rich Hansen writes. He is the man when it comes to this subject and Rich 
will not sugar coat the issue. 

Anyway that is not why I am writing.  

I have supported this hobby, its clubs and it’s members with a huge majority of my life. I have 
volunteered for just about everything I possibly could. I have helped when asked and many 
times even when I was not, just because I could see somebody, somewhere needed help. I have 
founded many education programs, helped clubs keep or find flying sites, been the Contest Di-
rector for tons of events, raised thousands of dollars for several clubs’ treasuries and I plan to 
continue doing all of that and more. 

Long ago I started dreaming of following Rich Hansen as the District X Vice President, work-
ing hard to achieve the proper experience. Then Jim Giffin when Rich had Jim finish his term. 
I took the position from Jim a couple years ago and performed it with everything I had to offer, 
my years of experience, my heart and my passion for our hobby. But I lost the election and 
could not continue the work I had just barely begun to perform. 

To be honest, I was disappointed. I couldn’t understand how a person that had worked so hard 
for so many years, for the right reasons, could not get the votes to win, how a person that loved 
the hobby as much as I do, could lose. I didn’t make false promises, I just offered to do the 
best I could with my years of experience and volunteer service. I vowed to do my best to pro-
tect our great hobby. But, I learned why (I believe) I lost. I am not a politician. I could not and 
would not play a politician’s game, which in the end equaled the most important thing…. to 
win anyway...  votes.  

So we come to now. I have been nominated by several people to run for the office of District X 
Vice president for the Academy of Model Aeronautics.  

I believe a person who even accepts a nomination to try and win an election to become an 
AMA District Vice President MUST have ALL of the hobby, and ALL the modelers in the 
whole country as their first priority, after family of course. 

It saddens me to tell you I cannot accept the nimination. Oh I love the hobby and I believe I 
care for it more than most, and I plan to continue doing everything I can for it. But being the 
District X Vice President as I was, is an everyday position. It requires travel all over the coun-
try, especially all over the district. It requires answering the calls and emails of, in this case 
24,000 district members. It requires 100% total devotion to a thousand things. 

Because of my new found extra time, my life changed this past year. I still fly and I had great 
education programs this year. I still love to build and I still love the camaraderie of my fellow 
modelers. I am just spending a bit more time with other interests right now. I know to accept 
the nomination I would have to quit my other interests and I just don’t want to. I also think to 
win the election I would at the least have to act like a politician and I am definitely NOT will-
ing to do that. The AMA and you deserve better. 

I know I am going to disappoint some of you. But this is the RIGHT thing for me at this time. I 
apologize to those who nominated me. I apologize to those who supported me in the past and 
still support me now. 

Michael Brown 



 We all like articles that please the eye with a nice picture but we also like, 

and want, articles that help us become better at what we do whether there is a pic-

ture or not. 

 That can be building a kit, or assembling an ARF, repairing a damaged wing, 

or fuse, painting, fiberglassing, even making your own tail wheel. Like everything 

there are tricks we can learn from each other. In the last issue of this publication I 

asked for help for those that have a hard time landing their scale airplanes, or any 

plane for that matter. It doesn’t matter if you just started flying yesterday or 30 

years ago, we can all still learn how to do something better, and there’s nothing like 

a beautiful landing with a war bird. 

 I am SOOOO happy to say several readers were VERY kind to answer my re-

quest in here to write about scale flight (Rick Maida I asked personally, thanks 

Rick.) . Some focused on my main point of landing, some covered takeoff, flight 

and landing. All things we can do better with more practice and good teaching. 

 If you read these articles and you or a friend get a bit of help from them 

PLEASE let us know. Maybe just a picture of your plane and a thanks to the writer, 

or if you like, you can explain all you learned from this subject. 

  

 Our list of replies starts below. Before you get started reading them, I want to 

thank every one for supporting this publication. It makes me feel good every time I 

read an email thanking me for my work putting it together. I worry about it’s con-

tent because I want it the best it can be. I want to offer you the best there is to offer. 

So please bear with me if I ask often. 

 I also know many of you support me in my other endeavors thanks for that as 

well. 

 Here is one of the replies. 

  The next several pages contain many more. 

 

 Hi Mike. Re your "landing problems", this could be a whole book of instruc-

tions, but to be succinct, when I instruct I see two very common errors. First, carry 

a click or two of power on final so you have some place to go. Second, don't raise 

the nose too soon. Wait 'til you're a foot or two up. People want to flair up at 5-10 

feet and "set'er down". Set up your attitude and descent rate and fly her in. This is a 

pretty good practice whether full scale or model scale. I got lots of traps this way. 

Jim Oesterle. AMA 7691. 



LANDING 

WHAT ALWAYS GOES UP MUST COME DOWN SOONER OR LATER. 

  Well Mike asked me to throw in my 2 cents regarding my landing experience for RC Aircraft.  I 

agree with Mike.  Been to a lot of meets and seen a lot of incredible aircraft.  But the one 

thing that separates the men from the boys are the landings.  It is one of those for every flight 

there is always a takeoff and then when it comes to landing, well there should be one landing 

but inevitably it ends up like a gazel at full gallop.  1 bounce 2 bounce 3 bounce and then the 

gear goes.   It can be frustrating.  The gear companies like Robart really love that type of land-

ing.  Back in the early throws of Madera USRA racing with the AT-6s Robart made a killing by 

selling main struts for the AT-6.  It was usually the 3rd bounce and there goes the gear. 

  It is not luck.  Practice, practice, practice is the name of this game.  Lots of factors come into 

play with a good landing.  Lots of concentration, focus bigtime.    You must consider the type 

of plane, high wing vs low wing.  High wing loading vs low wing loading.  Tricycle gear vs tail 

dragger.  Flaps, retracts, throttle setting, wind, run way types.  The weight of your aircraft.  

How it glides at low throttle settings.  How fast is slows down with flaps.  All of these factor in 

to make a successful landing.  Oh yeah and do not forget the flying characteristics of how the 

plane flies.  It has a mind of its own if you let it loose. 

  I have always challenged myself and raise the bar very high when it comes to me flying any 

aircraft.  It is just like anything else.  Some say it is easy, some say it is hard.  Some say it is easy 

to fly an airplane.  But I look at how smooth and graceful an RC Pilot can put any aircraft 

through its paces.  The way I look at it is anyone can fly an aircraft but, how smooth can they 

fly that aircraft.  Watching someone that has that skill is a real pleasure to watch.   

  I have been a part of many clubs and have been doing flight instructing for almost 40 years.  

Lots of stick time and flying lots of different types of aircraft.  All are different animals.  So 

each and every aircraft a person builds and flies is key and  getting to know that aircraft is very 

important.  It all starts by building a straight and true model.   Building in washout in the wing.  

Offset fuse or rudder to compensate for torque.  More factors to make the landing better and 

better.   

  So when you go out to the field take notice of all the different pilots, aircraft and watch the 

different techniques.  If you notice a person who flies very smooth and greases in the landings 

don’t be afraid to confront he/she for a few pointers.   They are always glad to help.  We love 

talking airplanes and are really good at flying other peoples aircraft.  

 



Let’s get to the flying stuff.   You watch a plane come in and it bounces a lot on landings.  An-

other plane comes in and it maybe bounces once then a splat.  Why did that happen.  Well 

usually multiple bounces is the plane is too fast.  The splat landing is not fast enough.  When I 

started flying power I had the hardest transition going from landing gliders to landing power 

planes.  Huge difference.  I lost count of how many times I knocked the gear out of my old 

Kaos.  Finally I went up to a person in the club and asked for help.  Well after he showed me 

what I was doing wrong I went out and practiced and behold, the clouds went away and the 

sun started to shine the angels started to sing and son of gun I started landing without inci-

dent.    

  Gliders are like a wheels on power landing vs a controlled stall to set the airplane down soft-

ly.  You can really tell the difference from a glider pilot vs a regular pilot.  

  It is difficult to teach someone to land.  Every aircraft has a sweet spot to landing and it is not 

the same on other aircraft.  Most of the time it is a feel for the aircraft.  Good example of that 

one is landing an AT-6.  Very difficult.  Same goes for a Piper Cub.   Or try your luck with a Gee 

Bee or a DR-1 Triplane.   All are very difficult to land.   Does not matter the size.   

  The two things I think are most important to make a good landing are airspeed and altitude 

on your approach to final.  I see a lot of guys set up for a long shallow approach and that usu-

ally gets them into trouble real fast because they get behind the power curve or speed  and 

end up stalling or falling short of the runway.   If you start your approach a bit higher and your 

descent a bit steeper you are going to do well.  Especially with flaps.  I call them the spoon in 

landings.  Flaps work better when your aircraft comes in steeper and are more effective when 

you keep your speed up just before you flair to land.   Don’t be afraid to push the nose down 

on approach to keep your speed up.  Once over the runway you hit the ground effects and 

then concentrate on the descent and flair.  Pay close attention to your speed before you set it 

down.  Too fast, bounce, bounce  and splat, too slow.   And like I said before each plane has its 

own sweet spot.  You will eventually find that spot.  Some find it in a short period of time and 

others never get it.  Practice makes for better landings.   

  One thing I always do is to go to my flying field and practice.  Take a plane and practice touch 

and go’s.  Short field take offs and landings.  Right hand patterns to land, left hand patterns to 

land.  Spot landings.  You can never do this enough.  We all know our thumbs and reflexes do 

get rusty.  So get out there and land till the cows come home. 

Hope you get something out of this article. 

Enjoy the sport.    Take care,    Rick Maida 



Here’s a landing story from Howard Chapman. 
As you can see this landing thing has been going on for a long 
time! 
 
 
Hello Mike - Muddling (not a typo) has changed a bunch since the days of gum bands, escape-
ments, two speed engines and push button transmitters. 
Did two good separate outside loops one day with a Guillows Explorer, Fox 
.19 and cascaded Varicomps. Considering it was a high wing/w dihedral and using down eleva-
tor to get around you'll never convince me that blind ass luck don't play a part of this hobby. 
Maybe a decent engine thrust and no warps had a little to do with it not rolling out. Every 
landing was dead stick. 
     
   My first porportional set was a Bonner Diggemout (Digi Mite) 8. 
'Nuther learning 'speriance. The care and feeding of those early "modern" 
radios would cause most of the newer modellers to quit in a hurry. 
 
        Met Jim Oddino and Bill Salkowsky (S&O Radios) and their flying really impressed every-
one - mid 60s. Bill flew my homebuilt  'cause it was different and really liked it - low wing, 2 to 
3 deg. dihedral. His landings were a sight to behold with it. I ax how he doodat and he took off 
again and said watch the Tx. Damn simple - on final he pulled in up elevator trim while 
throttling down and took his thumb off the right stick (mode 2) and controlled the descent 
with throttle and direction with rudder only. 
 
        Just a few landings later with that procedure and I started helping beginners hit the same 
black spot they took off from. I think the black spot was 'bout 30' by 100/125' at the time. 
Very, very few aircraft won't do this trick. I found that teaching finnesse with the sticks is the 
hardest gig with any new pilot. 
 
         I built a Senior Falcon for the guys to fly when their planes wouldn't pass my inspection. 
With the old Heathkit KPS9 servos that most people said needed a 30 day notice it was the 
most successful beginners craft ever. 
 
 One of the field 'sperts said it would fly a lot better with faster servos. Just had to put 
EK servos (fastest at the time) and let him see the change in the pits one weekend. The next 
weekend the plane was ready to fly when the 'spert got there and he wanted to fly it with the 
servo change. He said it was the best flying falcon he had flown. When he saw it with the wing 
off and the 30 day notice servos back in it he never talked to me again. I'm sure glad it was his 
problem and not mine. This missile has got too long. 
                   Keep up the good work, Howard Chapman #19785 - original  



 Hi Michael, 
This might be of interest relative to your scale model land-
ing story. I regularly put aerodynamic articles in our club 
newsletter (RC Bees of Santa Cruz County), and this is one 
of them.  
As a postscript to the Fieseler Storch story, it is now flying 
again, electric-powered, and also with a well-forward c.g. 
because the fixed slats generate a lot of lift up front. 
As background, I was before retirement a professional air-
plane designer, and was the first chief engineer of the F-
117 stealth fighter. 
 
Alan Brown. 

 

   The back side of the Power Curve 

This is a subject which became very interesting to me 
after the same airplane crashed on two separate oc-
casions, once with me at the controls and the second  
time with a more experienced flier doing the damage. 
So I thought I’d better write about it before it be-
comes too much of a habit. The airplane is (was) a 
Fieseler Storch, a scale model of a very slow-flying 
German World War II observation plane. 

The back side of the power curve describes the flight 

region where you need more power to fly more slowly 

rather than less. This is illustrated below. 

 

This is a plot of thrust and drag versus speed (well, 

I’ve actually plotted against the square of the speed for 

two reasons. One is that speed squared is proportional 

to dynamic pressure (the pressure due to speed), and 

the other is that the lift coefficient required to fly the 

airplane drops inversely proportionally to dynamic 

pressure).  

Airplane drag can be thought of as having two parts, 

profile drag, which is due to surface friction and all 

the draggy-looking items on the airplane, and drag due 

to lift, which increases as the lift coefficient increases. 

As we need to fly at a higher lift coefficient (normally 

a higher angle of attack) at low speeds to counterbal-

ance the loss of dynamic pressure, then the drag due to 

lift increases as the speed drops, while the profile 

drag increases as the speed increases. Thus the total 

drag has a minimum value at some speed, which is 

where the shallowest gliding angle would be if you 

were flying power-off. Interestingly enough, this mini-

mum drag occurs where the profile drag and the drag 

due to lift equal each other.  

If I were flying a model which was reasonably clean, 
and didn’t have a very high lift wing, like a Hobbico 
Avistar intermediate trainer, then I would probably 
land fairly close to the best gliding angle, and I could 
quite safely cut the power on approach down to idle 
and just let it float in. The stall speed would probably 
be represented by position 1 on the diagram above. 

However, if I have a very high lift airplane with flaps 
and leading edge slats (yes, you guessed it - that’s my 
Fieseler Storch!), then the stall speed moves way over 
to the left (position 2 or even further left), and I trim 
to land near that configuration, then my total drag is 
rising rapidly as the speed drops, and I need substan-
tial power  to maintain speed. Propeller thrust, which 
needs to equal total drag to just maintain level flight, 
is also shown in the picture for a particular throttle 
setting. If we open the throttle, the line will rise, and 
if we close it, the line will be lower Thrust typically 
will increase as we increase speed until it reaches a 
maximum which depends on the propeller pitch. 
Above that, it falls fairly quickly. For the throttle posi-
tion shown, we have way more power than we need 
at speeds near minimum drag, but have barely 
enough at very low speeds.  

Well, no prizes for guessing what happened to my 
airplane. It got on the back side of the power curve, 
didn’t have enough thrust to equal the drag, and so 
slowed down, increasing the drag very quickly, stalled 
and dropped out of the air. It was in an unstable situ-
ation as far as the thrust minus drag equation is con-
cerned. Note that if this sequence had happened on 
the high speed side of the minimum drag point, the 
aircraft would have slowed down gracefully, because 
as it lost speed, it would also lose drag, and so would-
n’t need the quick fix of extra thrust. And that does it 
for this month. Back to the building board! 

 Thrust
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Drag due to lift
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More on landing from gary Gullikson. 
 
Michael, sorry to read that you are having trouble getting enough inputs.  
This issue has tons of interesting content, maybe you are just trying too hard. 
 

Here are some of my thoughts/opinions on takeoff and landing problems that I see on You 
Tube videos of scale model flying: 
 

Landings: Heavily wing loaded scale models must  have sufficient airspeed for the control sur-
faces to remain effective until after touchdown. Ailerons lose effectiveness during slow land-
ing speeds, use the rudder to keep the wings level. Elevators also lose authority at slow land-
ing speeds and models can "plop" onto the runway instead of "flairing".  It's better to keep up 
enough airspeed during landings and land on the main wheels,  under control, than to por-
poise up and down, lose control, and do the "plop" thing, with busted landing gear and prop 
scraping along. Use up elevator after touch down to hold the tailwheel onto the runway,  to 
maintain steering control, and to prevent nose-overs as you roll to a stop. 
 

Takeoffs: Practice take-offs a lot,  use properly timed gentle nudges of right rudder to control 
tendency of models to yaw to the left. It  helps to use some up elevator to keep tail wheel on 
the ground to aid in steering and prevent nose-overs during the first part of the takeoff run, 
then let the tail rise and and use the rudder and elevator to "fly" the model on the main 
wheels letting it lift off smoothly with very little up elevator keeping the climb gradual and 
scale-like. Reduce throttle to cruise and make gradual shallow-banked turns using coordinat-
ed rudder and ailerons. 
 

Flaps: Practice and experiment a lot with flaps set at different angles and different airspeeds 
for takeoffs and landings. . Use 1/2 flap for takeoffs and more flap for landings. For landings, 
sse a throttle setting that is just enough to maintain slight nose down attitude on final, then 
gradually reduce throttle with flaps down until model touches down on the mains, when tail 
wheel settles to the ground, give up elevator to keep tail wheel down and use rudder and tail 
wheel steering as model comes to a stop. Continue to use up elevator to prevent ugly nose 
overs. 
 

Keep up the good work, Mike! 
 

Gary Gullikson, Scale Model Dufffer, E-Challenged on RC Groups. 
 
Thanks Gary. 
Great information. 
  
Looking back at the last issue gary is right there is good content in it. I didn’t mean to say 
there wasn’t. I would like to keep this publication close to 40 pages though and there hasn’t 
been enough material for that recently. But I do agree all the material I am sent  is good. I just 
want more:) 
I hope you all do as well and you can help me get it by asking your friends and family that take 
pictures at events, by asking your clubs builders and even story tellers.        Mike 



 

Pilot Air 
 It all started when I was about 12 years old, my RC career that is. 

I had been building free flight and control line planes for a few years by then and was the mas-
ter (or so I thought) of the mighty Cox .049 engine. Along with the Baby Ringmasters, Lil Sa-
tans and other what not fairly simple kits, I had even built a few of my own balsa slab wing, 
profile fuse designs. Apparently I had also become addicted to the smell of Aerogloss dope! 

 

 My father was an engineer and a full scale pilot and always expected my work to be of 
engineering quality and craftsmanship. There was no room in his world for youthful ignorant 
efforts and I’m quite sure some of my pre-teen creations caused him much distress. It was 
about this time my dad decided I was ready to build and fly radio controlled aircraft and one 
Saturday we took a trip to Root’s Hobby Hut in Oakland Calif. 

 

 This hobby shop was about the closest thing to heaven I had ever seen (I hadn’t discov-
ered girls just yet!). I could have spent a week in there but after a while my dad selected and 
purchased for me a Falcon 56, a .15 Rc engine and a used Orbit single stick 3 channel propor-
tional radio. He also bought for himself an already built Sr. Falcon and a brand new Orbit 4 
channel radio. I have vague recollections of my mom coming unglued that evening at the total 
cost of our “toys”! 

 

 It took me a few months to build the enormous Falcon, the stab was as big as most of 
my control line wings. Finally in the late spring it was ready for flight and we packed up the 
station wagon with our planes and equipment and headed to an orchard in San Ramon Calif. 
where a local club (It might have been EBRC) had a flying field. While I unloaded our gear my 
dad negotiated with a couple of expert, older gentlemen and eventually a fellow came over to 
check out my plane and help me get it airborne. Man was my father proud of what his son 
had built! After the experienced pilot had gone through my set up and got my engine running 
well, we refueled the Falcon and taxied out to the runway for the first flight. My dad stayed in 
the pit area soaking it all up. With the throttle advanced, the falcon rolled true and bounded 
into the air. It was glorious indeed! The pilot gained altitude, trimmed the plane and at about 
a thousand feet told me “Your bird flies pretty good”. He then handed me the transmitter and 
I was flying! I still have no idea if he thought I knew what I was doing or what my father had 
told him but he then walked away and I was alone flying. 



 Of course it didn’t take long for me to lose all that altitude and shortly I was coming 
over the pit area and myself about fifty feet high and at full throttle. I remember hearing some 
yelling about “who’s watching that kid”, but by then it was too late. I passed my position and 
made a fairly tight right turn coming back over the runway. My plane was in a shallow dive 
with the right wing down coming towards me. I needed to go up and away so that’s where I 
pushed the stick, up and away. The plane did exactly as I had input and went down and in 
smashing into the asphalt and scattering parts and pieces the length of the runway. As you can 
imagine I was disappointed but still not quite sure what had happened. I gathered up all the 
debris and piled it neatly in our pit area 

 

 While I was taking inventory and thinking what a nice control line wing the intact stab 
would make, a couple of men walked up and asked what had happened. Before I could say a 
word my dad growled angrily “Pilot Err #@% Dammit!” I immediately thought to myself, it 
wasn’t my fault after all. I was the victim of some Pilot Air, must be some kind of turbulent air 
that knocks airplanes down and they named it Pilot Air. My father and I never discussed it 
again and he sold my radio that week. 

 

 With a clear conscience for years I told the story of how I got caught in some deadly Pi-
lot Air and lost my plane. It wasn’t until I was in high school and telling the sad story to my sci-
ence teacher and him laughing and explaining to my horror what my father had actually said, 
“Pilot Error” that I realized what had really happened.  

 To this day now whenever I do something stupid with my aircraft or screw up a maneu-
ver, I casually and with a wry smile explain, “Of course it wasn’t my fault, I just got into some 
Pilot Air!”. 

    Too soon old, 

    Too late smart! 

        Jay Strickland 

 

Thanks for the great story Jay.  

It does us good to be able to laugh at ourselves….and others, it proves we are human. 

If you have an interesting story, joke or? Please send it to me @ cabrowns@citlink.net. 



Mike, 
Thanks for the fine newsletter. This response is from Joe Buko, current editor of 
our club's newsletter, the Transmitter. Our club is the oldest club in 
California- 57 years old this July 4th. We are the Palomar RC Flyers where 
Helifreak will be holding their national heli fun fly at our field in August. I want to 
respond to you about landing scale planes. 
 
Each scale plane has its own way of landing, from the very easy to difficult.  I put it 
on a continuum. A  Buzzard Bombshell or a Piper Cub are on one side of the spec-
trum, while a Pitts Special is on the other. WWII birds are to the right of center 
along with some WWI birds, like small Tri-planes of the 60 size. I'm not into jet 
turbines and we can't fly them at our field because of the fire danger.  
 
 
As you said, speed and balance are the two main factors in landing. A friend of 
mine landed a large Pitts Special. He came in with what I thought was good speed 
and when he was about three feet above the runway, the plane suddenly snapped 
stalled and landed upside down!  His CG was correct but he needed even more 
speed to land to prevent the snap-stall. 
 
I fly a 60 size Tri-plane and a friend flies a 1/4 scale Tri-plane. They both land 
differently. His lands with apparent ease, like a trainer he says, while my much 
smaller one needs speed to make a wheels up landing and then when it's on the 
ground, I cut the power to idle to let it run out until it stops rolling. If I turn the 
plane before it is stopped, the inevitable happens: it'll be upside down or ground-
loop. 
 
I think that a pilot's best friend while landing is a little speed. Get the plane down 
on the mains with a tail dragger, and then reduce power to idle.  
 
 
 
Joe Buko 



The High Desert RC Club, Fernley, NV 
held it's 1

st
 Annual Fun Fly, May 12, 2012, at the  Tiger Field Airport flying Site. 

 

 Being the first “major” 

event held by the year-old club, 

and the fact that there was very 

little in the area of experience 

among the members, the event 

turned out to be a total suc-

cess... at least based on our ex-

pectations. Helping to make it a 

great day was the perfect weath-

er... light winds and not too hot. 

 

 There were 22 pilots 

signed up at the event and about 

18 that actually flew in the com-

petition.   

 

 Along with the 22 pilots, 

from Reno, Carson City, Min-

den, and Fallon, came a wide va-

riety of model airplanes... from 

the simple Slow Stick , Piper 

Cub,  T-34's, EDF F-86's,   

 a beautiful 

¼ scale Yak, to 

a turbine pow-

ered Boomer-

ang... and not to 

forget the bevy 

of helicopters 

that were there. 
 

 



Club member Ray English (you would never guess he is from Australia) did a mas-

terful job of being Master of Ceremonies and Contest Judge. 

 

Below, Ray is holding the pilots meeting. 
 

We applied the KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid) method to selecting the contests... the 

Club decided on three contests: 1.) timed climb, glide, and spot landing; 2.) Fly for 

two minutes without timepiece help and spot land; 3.) Loops-a-Lot with spot landing. 

A combined score of the three events were 

combined to determine the winners. Over all 

winners were: 1
st
 place, John Johnson, Reno, 

flying the Slow Stick; 2
nd
 Place, Jim Logan, 

HDRCC, flying a “No 

Name” plane; 3
rd
 

Place went to Jim El-

lis, HDRCC, flying a 

Bixler. 

Right; John Johnson, 

1
st
 Place 

Top left; Jim Logan 

2
nd
 Place  

Left; Spot on Land-

ing” by Jim Ellis for 3
rd
 

place. 



Several of the wives pitched in and served up hot dogs, hamburgers, and cold drinks to pi-

lots and spectators, raising $103, and  raffle tickets were sold with the winner taking home 

a $550 plus RTF NexStar EP Trainer, complete with a 6 channel Futuba Rx, charger, and 

batteries. Drawing to be held on July 4
th
. Considering that there was not a lot of advance 

publicity, there were a good number of spectators who turned out, enjoying the contests 

but particularly enjoying the F-86 EDF's performance demo and a great demo of helicop-

ters put on by Paul Wiley, Charlie Wiley, of HDRCC, and  Todd Richman of Reno. 

Left; Patti Amussen, Anita Ellis and Sandy Stark flipping 

burgers 

  

Right; Paul Wiley getting 

ready for Heli demo 

 

It was a great Fun Fly with 

many club members help-

ing to make it a success. 

Too many to mention and 

you know who you are. We 

also learned by a few mis-

takes made and we promise 

to  make the 2
nd
 Annual 

HDRCC  Fun Fly even bet-

ter. Come Join US! 

 

 #11 Charlie Wiley 

putting his Trex 600 

through it's maneuvers (Helis aren't supposed to do 

that, are they?) 

 

Right; F86's, 

landing and a 

go-around. 

Irv sent me a quick not, it went; (I forgot some-

thing very important in the text… Photo credits...all 

pictures submitted were taken by Carissa 
Snedeker, wife of Club Member Brad Snedeker. 

Carissa took a total of 189 pictures! Great Job.)  

I am glad irv remembered. Sometimes we forget to say thanks to our volunteers, especially 

our photographers. They capture the memory of our hobby. Our planes, our events and 

our fun.….so another thanks to Carissa from me. I am grateful she took the pictures for 

your report as well.                                                                                               Mike 



An incredible journey of launch through splash down! 

 What the Space Shuttle booster saw. This has to be the toughest camera 

ever made to survive this ride. 
http://kottke.org/12/03/what-the-space-shuttle-booster-saw  

What ’ch Ya got 

The Whitehorse Weathervane. I find it interesting what is done with old airplanes.  

  http://explorenorth.com/library/aviation/cf-cpy.html  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qexMo-2ZLos&feature=em-share_video_user  

Hawker Typhoon Documentary. 

This is all I received this issue. If you like some of the things 

that get sent for this page, then please support it. 

 

Thanks 

Mike 

http://kottke.org/12/03/what-the-space-shuttle-booster-saw
http://explorenorth.com/library/aviation/cf-cpy.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qexMo-2ZLos&feature=em-share_video_user


A bit of interesting information from one of our modeling friends. Enjoy. 

If you have any stories of your own….please send them to us! 
 
 
Hello again Mike - I'll pester you with one more round of observations in the Sep 
pull veda Basin, San Fernando Valley - OOgly Stik days. 
       One standout feature flying there was the percentage of engineers from the 
aerospace industry and other hi-tech professions. Wish I could merember the 
names of all. 
       One came up with a G-meter to see what forces our models were getting and 
where. The sensor could be mounted anywhere on the plane and oriented direc-
tionally. Just a little sophisticated for the day. Was calibrated for 25 Gs and the 
first flight pegged the meter with normal aerobatics. He reset the top end higher 
and over many flights with other pilots and planes found flight motions often 
went a little over 30 Gs. The real surprise came with the G loads caused by engine 
vibration in different places in the airframe and how structure and materials 
affected the modulus of vibration. A real eyeopener to see the hardest engine 
caused shake was not always at the firewall - also that higher RPM didn't always 
translate to more shake. The old tuning fork effect really does come into play - yes 
this is also a cause of control surface flutter. Some areas pegged the meter - I 
think was re done to 40 Gs. Another surprise was the rotational/occillating vibra-
tion caused by the compression/power stroke prop combination - showed up real 
good with a light airframe w/light,flexible wings. 
       Ugly Stiks had a real problem with aileron flutter. Don't laugh, but the ones 
that got that problem were (9 of 10) covered with Moneycote. Some of the guys 
cured the problem with strapping tape diagonally on the wings. Messed up a 
pretty plane but killed the flutter. Stopped the resonance. 
        'Nuther neat trick from Oddino & Salkowsky. Instead of starting an engine by 
the usual over the top prop flick - pull the engine normally up to just against com-
pression and finger bat the prop backwards. Sure cured one Veco .61, a Fox .36 
and especially a Saito 270 twin. All of them kicked back bad and never did find any 
procedure that allowed normal cranking. Hey it keeps the engine from kicking the 
prop off also. 
         More than 'nuff for one missile, Howard 



As The District X Vice president I traveled to many clubs, for many reasons….actually I was 

traveling to clubs long before becoming DXVP. Helping with flying events, flying at flying 

events, attending fund raisers, community events or just helping the club itself in what ever 

way I was asked.  The trip when I got this airplane was special as it was during the grand open-

ing of the new flying field for the Associated Modelers of Sacramento. 

A few members from a previous club worked very hard to find a new piece of property and 

build an entirely new flying field. That new club was chartered in 2004 

Although this article isn’t meant to tell you about that accomplishment, there building of a 

new flying field, it is a huge undertaking and they did a great job of it (I actually wrote about 

building the new club in a previous issue of this publication). I decided to write this article to 

thank the club, and for them and all of you to see what became of a very generous gift. 

Ok, how it started...I was given this plane by, then President, Jerry Dodge and several club 

members. The plane was built by one of the members and was covered in fabric. It is a 3 

channel plane and was unpainted. It enjoyed a shelf in my shop for a bit while I decided what 

color I wanted to paint it and whether it would be glow or electric powered. 



The first thing I decided was to use the plane for my education program. It was a perfect train-

er plane, big, 3 channel….did I say big, it flies well and is easy to fly. I also decided on clean 

electric power. I had everything to make it a glow plane but felt keeping it clean for all age kids 

was perfect.  The next decision was color. I thought...hmmm the club gave it to me so why not 

honor the club by putting their logo on it and painting it their colors as well!. I needed some 

graphics made for the plane and only thought of Callies Graphics. I sent Callie the image and 

listed the 2 sizes I wanted. As Callie’s work usually goes I had 4 nice graphics in no time and 

they looked perfect. 

I decided to paint the plane the colors of the club logo, but went with just one of them in the 

end the yellow. To be honest it isn’t a match but its close and looks great in the air. 

Below is a picture with one of four van loads of my students from Shasta High School’s Cata-

lyst program. I told the kids what the picture was for and of course they were happy to pose 

for me. I would like to say thank you to the AMOS club and it’s members for such a great gift. 

We had 4 trainers and this was the favorite of many of the students. For years to come I will 

be able to pass on a piece of our hobby because of your generosity….I might also fly it by my-

self on occasion!                                                                                              Mike Brown 



Above is my Cessna 336 I wrote about in a previous issue. If you recall there was a problem 
with the wiring going back to the tail servos and I had to open it up and replace all that wiring. 
Obviously the repair is done and this was the day I took it to the flying field for its maiden 
flight. Now the bad news...no I didn’t crash it…. See how the plane is leaning back, and the 
lack of rubber under the rear wheel pants? The darn tires went totally flat! I thought they 
were “fillable” and went to pump them but no….not that type. Because I took the plane to 
the field in my Toyota and not my airplane trailer I did not have another set of tires with me, 
nor did any others at the field, so I did not try to fly it. I just ran the motors and pulled the 
wheel pants and tires off so I could change them easier when I got home, which I did.  

 I was asked about its size and I realized I didn’t give you any specifications on the plane, the 
kit it was built from etc… The kit was from Wendell Hostetler. Plans are still available for 
$48.50 plus postage. The plane is 26%, has a 119” wingspan, 1947 sq in of wing area should 
weigh between 32 and 40 lbs. recommended engines should be 1.8 cubic in minimum. 

Mine weighs in at light side of about 30lbs maybe the 32lbs Wendell recommends. My scales 
aren't very accurate but this figure is close.I did not build this plane. A gentleman from Ore-
gon did and I actually bought it for a friend who did not quite finish it. I bought it back and de-
cided to finish it. Since I am writing this before it has flown…. I plan to fly it and after repaint 
the entire airframe. To be honest it wasn’t truly ready for fiberglass nor paint when it was fi-
berglassed and painted. I can’t do anything about it unless I remove the glass cloth, finish the 
airframe properly and re-glass it, so I will just sand it well and paint a smoother coat of some 
color. I am not sure which color yet. I have looked at a lot of scale photos and not 1 has truly 
popped out for me. I might just make up my own? We will see….not to the field! 



46th Annual Fathers Day Fly-in 

Columbia airport in Sonora, June 16TH and 17TH 

 The event was the combined efforts of the Sonora RC Modelers, David Roth, 

and members of the club, as well as AMA members All contributed to a great cou-

ple of days with display aircraft, a raffle and a flight simulator that was going 24/7   

 Wednesday morning we  headed off to Sonora to meet up with the gang.  

Denny and Barbara Baker, Babe Caltabiano and Judy Norris, Tom and Lois Moore.  

It has been along time since I have ventured up that direction.   All stayed with the 

rv’s at the Marble Quarry RV resort.  Great happening place.  Walking distance 

from the old town of Columbia.   

  Merriam and I stayed at the Sonora Inn in downtown Sonora.  Still no bus, sus-

pension issues.  Sigh!!!! 

Had a couple of days to explore the area.  It was funny on Friday we pulled out of 

the motel and I noticed this person at the bank across the street.  Low and behold 

John Andrews.  We talked a bit and was surprised to see each other.  A small world.   

Interesting town and a great place for people watching.  Weather was warm or I 

should say hot!  Merriam was not too pleased. 

  On Friday afternoon we met up with David Roth at the airport to help set up the 

booth.  Lots of shade awnings.  Triple digit temps for the weekend.  He arranged 

for our trailer parking as well as a hanger to store the planes in overnight.  Great 

job Dave.    So by Saturday morning 8am we were all set to talk airplanes.  Good 

crowd.  Lots of people trying their luck at the simulator.  It was a big hit.   Met lots 

of new folk as well as seeing old friends.    Our static display covered all eras of 

aviation.   

  The full size on the ground were 

really cool.  Lots of biplanes.  A 

few warbirds and a handful of 

homebuilts.  3 Lancairs which 

were good looking aircraft as al-

ways.  The California forestry had 

their OV-10 Bronco and S2 Turbo 

Trackers up and running.   

In the pic is Denny, my sister Karen 
and Rick Maida standing next to a 
Beech D-18.  I bought a ride in the 
copilots seat for my sister. 



  Their were 3 aircraft giving rides to all who dared.  A Stearman Bipe, D-18 Beech 

and a Cessna  172.  All of us went for the ride in the Stearman.  My sister Karen 

and brother in law Ron came on Sunday and he also went for the Bipe ride.  I 

bought a co-pilot seat for my sister in the D-18.  She loved it.  The pilot of the 

Stearman gave us a great ride.  We all had smiles for ear to ear.  Such a great way 

to spend fathers day. 

  So the warbirds did some fly bys.  Two T-28’s, AT-6, P51.  Great sight.  The 

CoastGuard C130 that flew at Castle IMAA came over and did a number of fly 

bys.  Always a crowd pleasure.  They had some high performance cars racing the 

Lancairs which was pretty cool.  My money is always on the Lancairs.   

  The Sonora bunch flew some electrics and wowed the crowd on both days.  

Showing what RC is all about.  Spectators enjoyed the display. 

  Sunday the full size guys did a flour bomb drop and a spot landing contest.  Fun 

to watch. 

  Across the field the local boy scout troop did a pancake breakfast.    Some inter-

esting vendors showed up.  A hand ful of food vendors to keep the appetites in 

check.  All in all it was a very relaxing airshow.  Low key but fun.  We are looking 

forward to next years fly in.  Now that we see the flying parameters and talking 

with the FAA, we should be able to bring out some of the big RC aircraft for next 

year. 

  Should be fun.  So THANKS to Dave and the Sonora bunch for the invite and lets 

do it again next year. 

So keep the greasy 

side down and the 

shiny side up! 

RicK Maida  

AVP Dist X 

 

L to Right is my broth-
er-in-law Ron Bow-
ser,Denny Baker,Tom 
Moore,Babe Caltabi-
ano,Rick Maida  



I was recently looking at the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego newsletter and noticed some 

videos made by Steve Neu of his F5B glider.  The picture was very clear and, as I always am, I 

was impressed by the quality achieved by such a small recording device. I have a fly cam ll 

and although surely outdated now it works amazingly well for the $100 I paid for it. About the 

time I bought mine there was an even smaller sized camera offered on Ebay for like $20. I had 

seen some videos produced with them and they too were very clear. The newsletter showed 

where to buy a camera like Steve’s, so I checked it out. It sells today for $37.18 by Hobby 

King.  Search (HD wing camera 1280x720p 30fps 5mp cmos). 

Below in smaller print are the specs for the camera (you can read them much bigger on Hobby 

City’s web site, or surely find other similar cameras all over the internet or hopefully….at your 

local hobby shop!  

This handy pocket camera offers stunning HD quality video in a compact and light weight package. With support for up 

to a 32gb Transflash card (Micro SD) you will be able to shoot hours of HD 720p footage. The built in 850mAh Lipoly 

battery provides up to 3 hours of recording time. This camera is the perfect companion to your FPV system, allowing 

you to install a second camera (other than your actual FPV camera) to capture your flights in 720p HD without adding a 

large weight penalty to your existing FPV platform. Even if your not into FPV this tiny HD camera is great for just about 

any model. Strap it to your car, heli or plane and record all the action to share with your friends in HD quality. 

 

Specs: 120 degree wide-angle HD camera lens,  5 Megapixels COMS sensor. Video resolution: 1280x720p 30fps 

Selectable video quality: Superior/Standard/economic. Unique motion-detect recording function 

Selectable motion-detect recording time: 10sec, 1min, 5min, 10min 

Unique loop recording function.      Photo resolution: 2560x1920 JPG 

Built-in 850mAh Lipoly battery provides up to 3 hours of recording 

Vibration alert support (Vibrates to confirm functions). Memory slot: Transflash (Micro SD) support up to 32 GB .        

Size: 74mm x 28mm x 15mm.       Weight: 29.4g.       PC camera function 

TV-OUT mode for Video play back and Funtion setup . TV-OUT modes Supports PAL/NTSC.         USB2.0  

Includes: Camera Unit, USB cable, AV cable  

Anyway. Taking movies of your flying field is just another way to enjoy our great hobby. How 

many friends and family members that live out of town could you send a video too, to help ex-

plain what you do for fun. Or...how about a video of your favorite flying events you attend. 

Those are great to watch at club Christmas parties or you can put them on the club web site.  



Castle AFB, Atwater, CA 2011  
IMAA WEST COAST FESTIVAL AND FLY IN 

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND      MAY 24, 25, 26 AND 27, 2012 
 Well another Castle has come and gone.  Thanks to the huge efforts of Scott Malta, 
manager of the Merced Airport and the CCMF Chapter 679, (Central California Model Flyers).  
Another successful event goes down into the books.   
The facilities at Castle for our IMAA West Coast Festival is like a modelers dream.  Lots of con-
crete, lots of room and a concrete parking place with no dirt so as to keep the motor homes 
clean.    Lots of room for parking.   It is just the perfect location to have a venue such as the 
IMAA Fly In.   All of us pilots say a tremendous THANKS for Scott Malta the airport manager 

and the Modesto ch#679 and all the 
helpers who made this event come to 
life.   Pretty amazing how a plot of 
concrete comes to life. 
   My wife and I started out for 
Castle Wednesday morning at 
7:00am.  We got there at 9:00am.  
Parked the truck and trailer, (no bus 
this year due to repair on suspension)  

and rolled up the sleeves and 
started helping with field setup.   
We chalked out all the parking lot 
lines and spaces and had name 
plaques for vendors and their 
crews, thanks to Tom Moore.  A 
big thanks to Tom Moore for 

setting up and taking in pre registration.  The 
chalk dust was a flowing.  Set up the registra-
tion tents, transmitter impound, safety in-
spection area and the pilots station.  Port a 
Potties arrived, dumpsters.   All was complet-
ed at around 5:30pm.   The only people al-
lowed in on Wed. were field setup personnel. 
   



Thursday morning gates opened at 8am and we were ready for all.  The groups started com-
ing in and so we had basically 2 holding areas for people to come into as we were getting 
folks parked.  It worked out beautifully.  The temps were down and people were very patient 
with us.   By Thurs. afternoon the two front rows were pretty much full.  We ended up with 3 
rows of motorhomes , a ¼ mile long.  Approximate count were  180 motorhomes, 60 cargo 
trailers.   
  Flying started at 12:30pm on Thurs.  Brief pilot meeting and off to safety inspection.  Weath-
er for Wed and  Thurs was a bit windy.  We did have a couple hours of rain but all cleared out 
and the rest of the weekend was fantastic.   Fabulous weather.    The one thing that I noticed 
on Thur and Fri was that not a lot of flying was going on but instead folks were talking and 
walking around getting reacquainted with one another and just being happy to be at Castle.  
Pilot count this year, 168 pilots compared to 110 in 2011 and the number of aircraft were 
around 400 compared to about 250 in 2011.  Full size aircraft arrivals on Sat. and Sun.  Lots of 
spectactors. 

   Pilots meetings were given and on 
Thurs to Sunday and Saturday we paid our 
respects to the men and women of the 
armed forces.   
   Jeff from Goin Vertical Video was 
there capturing the event.  Thanks Jeff and 
keep an eye out for the DVD. 
   This year Shirley Soper had help 
from Barbara Baker, Merriam Maida and 
Louis Moore who handled registration.  
What a crew.  I tell ya, you do not mess 
with the Women in charge of registration.  

A tough crew.   Chapter 679 did the raffle and inspection, Thanks Terry for all your hard work.  
Bob Walhensa oversaw the impound which was pretty low key due to the 2.4Ghz radios and 
the freq. board  kept the pilots honest.  Ken Shapiro took care of new applicants as far as 
IMAA and there was a bunch. Merriam Maida took care of new AMA which 2 new members 
joined.  Way to 
go Merriam.    
   The 
raffle was very 
well attended.  
Special thanks 
to all the spon-
sors for do-
nating to the 
raffle.     
 



   Scott Malta was on the flight line pretty much the 
whole weekend and in constant contact with the control 
tower.   He introduces Rich the new ATC person to all of 
us on Friday and we all worked very well together.  So 
very cool this year for when the high performing jets and 
other larger aircraft would stage for flight, Scott would 
contact the tower to ask for free airspace so as to give 
those pilots a wider flight envelope.   Now that is incredi-
ble.   Thanks so very much Rich for your cooperation and 
understanding. 
   Everyone worked with all the other pilots for stag-
ing and the waiting was not too bad.  Our flight line boss 
Robert kept order at the flight line and all played nice to-
gether.   Matt Raymond kept the after 5pm flyers in line.   
At night we had a few fly fixed wings with lights a blazing.   
   Over the 4 days we had aircraft that would fly by.     
Dan Whitney again this year  brought out his Allison V12, 1710 mounted to a trailer and gave 
us a show by running the motor during the day on Saturday at noon.    Chapter 679 sponsored 
Dan with fuel.  Let me tell you it was worth the money.   We were also treated to Miller RC 
products brought  out his full size turbine powered heli and did some low level flying and 
showed us his stuff.  That is an amazing helicopter.  Friday had a Coast Guard C130 do a cou-
ple of fly buys over the field complete with cargo door open and the guy hanging out while 
waving, so cool.  A ¾ Thunder Mustang took off and gave us a fly by when he departed.     We 
had an DC4 do some low level fly bys after which the pilot and copilot came by and hung out 
with us.  Incredible folks. 
 We had one certification flight for aircraft over the 55lb limit.  Unfortunately John An-
drews beautiful F4U Corsair did not fly due to some battery and servo issues.   I was really 
looking forward to seeing  John’s big Corsair fly.  Always a crowd pleasure.  Lynsel Miller was 
checked out in a 62 lb Hawker Hurricane again. Nice job Lynsel.  Billy Malo brought out a 

beautiful A26, about 90lbs with twin DA100’s.  Sup-
posedly this aircraft was from the offspring of kits 
built for the movie Always by Ralph Saxton.  Billy did 
an awesome job with this aircraft.  Very smooth fly-
ing for sure.  Billy Malo and Scott Manning did a fan-
tastic job on this aircraft.   Don Rice did a spectacu-
lar job flying the big silver B29.  So real.  It was like 
poetry in flight. 
  Mike from the SCCMAS club came out with his big 
electric B17.  Did a great job of flying her.  Lots of 
warbirds this year.  Craftsmanship outstanding as 
usual. 



   There were 3 high performing Lancairs this year.  Billy Malo and Joe Riechlin had Lancair 
Legacy’s and Denny Baker had the Lancair IV.  All around 180 mph.    Sounded like a hornets 
nest.   

   Dave Sullivan and his 3D crew did 
those amazing things with aircraft this year 
as always.  Also he brought out the big 42% 
Decathalon’s.   
  There were about 4 jets this year. 
Sunday was a special day for my special 
friend. 
Lt.Denny Baker call sign “ICEMAN” was re-
quested to do open cockpit at Castle AFB 
Museum with the F8 Crusader from his 
squadron.  It was quite an emotional event 
for Denny.   Lots of people came up and 
chatted with  Denny.   He talked about air-

planes which we all like so much to do.     
  It was an awesome sight to stand out on the flight line and look back at all the aircraft staged 
to fly and the static display line and people and all the motor homes.  Such a site to see.  Yeah 

baby. 
  The meet was quite the success.  We stayed until about 2:30pm on Monday for cleanup.  It 
was sad to leave and the week went by so fast.  So, if all goes well, Castle will be held again 
next year on Memorial Day Weekend.  Plan on it. 
Until then and can’t wait for next year, 
Keep em flying, 
My sincere thanks to the team of folk that made this happen.   Does not get any better. 
Rick and Merriam Maida 



Remember  
For half a century, the world has applauded John Glenn as a heart-stirring American hero. He 
lifted the nation's spirits when, as one of the original Mercury 7 astronauts, he was blasted 
alone into orbit around the Earth; the enduring affection for him is so powerful that even now 
people find themselves misting up at the sight of his face or the sound of his voice. But for all 
these years, Glenn has had a hero of his own, someone who he has seen display endless cour-
age of a different kind: Annie Glenn.  They have been married for 68 years. He is 90; she 
turned 92 on Friday. 
  This weekend there has been news coverage of the 50th anniversary of Glenn's flight 
into orbit. We are being reminded that, half a century down the line, he remains America's 
unforgettable hero. He has never really bought that. 
 Because the heroism he most cherishes is of a sort that is seldom cheered. It belongs to the 
person he has known longer than he has known anyone else in the world 
  John Glenn and Annie Castor first knew each other when -- literally -- they shared a 
playpen. In New Concord, Ohio, his parents and hers were friends. When the families got to-
gether, their children played.   
John -- the future Marine fighter pilot, the future test-pilot ace, the future astronaut -- was 
pure gold from the start. He would end up having what it took to rise to the absolute pinnacle 
of American regard during the space race; imagine what it meant to be the young John Glenn 
in the small confines of New Concord. A Three-sport varsity athlete, most admired boy in 
town, Mr. Everything. 
  Annie Castor was bright, was caring, was talented, was generous of spirit. But she could 
talk only with the most excruciating of difficulty. It haunted her. Her stuttering was so severe 
that it was categorized as an "85%" disability -- 85% of the time, she could not manage to 
make words come out. When she tried to recite a poem in elementary school, she was 
laughed at. She was not able to speak on the telephone. She could not have a regular conver-
sation with a friend. 
      And John Glenn loved her. 
  Even as a boy he was wise enough to understand that people who could not see past 
her stutter were missing out on knowing a rare and wonderful girl.  They married on April 6, 
1943. As a military wife, she found that life as she and John moved around the country could 
be quite hurtful. She has  written: "I can remember some very painful experiences -- especially 
the ridicule."  In department stores, she would wander unfamiliar aisles trying to find the right 
section, embarrassed to attempt to ask the salesclerks for help. In taxis, she would have to 
write requests to the driver, because she couldn't speak the destination out loud. In restau-
rants, she would point to the items on the menu.  A fine musician, Annie, in every community 
where she and John moved, would play the organ in church as a way to make new friends. She 
and John had two children; she has written: "Can you imagine living in the modern world and 
being afraid to use the telephone? 'Hello' used to be so hard for me to say. I worried that my 
children would be injured and need a doctor. Could I somehow find the words to get the infor-
mation across on the phone?" 



Remember continued;  John, as a Marine aviator, flew 59 combat missions in World War II 
and 90 during the Korean War. Every time he was deployed, he and Annie said goodbye the 
same way. His last words to her before leaving were: "I'm just going down to the corner store 
to get a pack of gum." And, with just the two of them there, she was able to always reply: 
"Don't be long." 
  On that February day in 1962 when the world held its breath and the Atlas rocket was 
about to propel him toward space, those were their words, once again. And in 1998, when, at 
77, he went back to space aboard the shuttle Discovery, it was an understandably tense time 
for them. What if something happened to end their life together? She knew what he would 
say to her before boarding the shuttle. He did -- and this time he gave her a present to hold 
onto: A pack of gum.  She carried it in a pocket next to her heart until he was safely home. 
  Many times in her life she attempted various treatments to cure her stutter. None 
worked. But in 1973, she found a doctor in Virginia who ran an intensive program she and 
John hoped would help her. She traveled there to enroll and to give it her best effort. The mir-
acle she and John had always waited for at last, as miracles will do, arrived. At age 53, she was 
able to talk fluidly, and not in brief, anxiety-ridden, agonizing bursts. 
   
 John has said that on the first day he heard her speak to him with confidence and clari-
ty, he dropped to his knees to offer a prayer of gratitude. He has written: "I saw Annie's perse-
verance and strength through the years and it just made me admire her and love her even 
more." He has heard roaring ovations in countries around the globe for his own valor, but his 
awe is reserved for Annie, and what she 
accomplished: "I don't know if I would have had the courage." 
   
 Her voice is so clear and steady now that she regularly gives public talks. If you are 
lucky enough to know the Glenns, the sight and sound of them bantering and joking with 
each other and playfully finishing each others' sentences is something that warms you and 
makes you thankful just to be in the same room. 
   
 Monday will be the anniversary of the Mercury space shot, and once again people will 
remember, and will speak of the heroism of Glenn the astronaut. 
   
 But if you ever find yourself at an event where the Glenns are appearing, and you want 
to see someone so brimming with pride and love that you may feel your own tears start to 
well up, wait until the moment that Annie stands to say a few words to the audience. 
   
   And as she begins, take a look at her husband's eyes. 
 
 
I hope you enjoyed this reading. It was sent to me by  Jerry Neuberger. One of my past AVP’s 
and friend.    Thanks Jerry.                                                      Mike 



 

"I can't see it"  
 

 You are flying your R/C aircraft 
and it goes down.  Various different 
reasons for this , but not going into 
them here. Now if you have crashed 
on the runway, other than the hole 
you put in the mat, (this club has a 
petro mat type runway, 
MB)...everything is as it should 

be.  If you have crashed in the field 
and you can see it, everything is as 
it should be.  If it is a turbine, it is 
easy to see no matter where it went 
down,  Just go to the mushroom 
cloud.  If it is electric and you hit 
hard enough, just go to the grass 
fire. 

 I think I hold some sort of rec-
ord while in the Marin County R/C 
club back in the old days.  My 
pattern planes always had the pipe 
inside the aircraft.  I hit so hard with 

it that it ruptured the fuel tank and 
caused a fire that required a fire 
truck to put it out.  I think I was the 
first member to try and burn down 
the flying field. 
 Now there was a time when I 
built 17' B-26 borate bomb-
ers.  Maybe the club should invest 
in one of these. But let's say you 
have gone down with your R/C air-
craft and you saw where it went 
down. But where it went down, 
"You can't see it".  The grass is too 
high, it is too far away, etc. 
 Now the flier goes back to the 
pits, set his radio down, talks with 
other modelers about what happen 
and then heads for the air-
craft.  Other members usually go to 
help.   

After all you saw where it went 
down, and you get out there and 
everything looks a little different 
from that point of view.  And you 
can't find the aircraft.  This has hap-
pened many many times.  

 

  R/C aircraft are found many 
months later by people who just 
happen to be out in the fields.   

 



 I lost a aircraft at the old field 
that it took various members with a 
ATV three days to find and it was fi-
nally found even further out than 
expected.  It was on the other side 
of the hills out there and we actual-
ly couldn't even see where it went 
down. 
 When you go down and "You 
can't see It", this is not the time to 
just walk back to the pits thinking 
you know where it is.  The second it 
makes contact with the ground is 
the time to "go into recovery 
mode".  Look to the horizon beyond 
where it hit and pin point a item 
out there.  Take something out of 
your pocket or your radio and set it 
on the ground where you are stand-
ing.  You want to establish a line of 
direct to where it went down. Have 
a fellow modeler stand on that spot 
where you were flying who knows 
the item you have spotted on the 
horizon.  Now when you go out into 
that field, you can keep looking at 
him and he can keep you on the 
line of where the aircraft went 
down with hand singles. 
 And if you are a fellow mem-
ber and watching a flier when he 
goes down, you can do this for him 

from where you are located in case 
he doesn't.  Lets face it, this is a 
time when a flier needs all the help 
everyone can give him.  The right 
moves at the right time may make 
the difference between finding it 
and not finding it. 
 There is a twin electric A-10 
out there now that still hasn't been 
found.  Probably more. 

           George Miller "Katonka 

I’m not sure what these have to do with lost planes 

at the field but George sent them and they are really 

cool shots of some movie/full scale/RC filming he 

was involved in for many years.    Looks fun! 



SPARKS OVER GILMAN SPRINGS” Event Report 

The Gilman Springs RC Flyers hosted this “All-Electric” event at their Field in Moreno 
Valley, California on June 9, 2012. The weather was perfect and we had a great turn-
out of pilots, airplanes and spectators. There were 22 Pilots and 58 Models participat-
ing. Pilots represented four Clubs: Gilman Springs RC Flyers (11), Coachella Valley 
RC Club (6), Riverside RC Club (3), and Hemet Model Masters (2). Photos of the win-
ners are shown below, and more photos are shown on the next page. Additional pho-
tos are on our website at www.gilmanspringsrcflyers.com under the PHOTOS tab. 

 

 

 

We thank all who helped pre-
pare for and run the event: 
Mike Stone, CD; Bob Estrel-
la, Registration; Bob Jones, 
Lunch Concession (Great 
Lunch, Bob, we all loved your 
boiled wiener Hot Dogs and 
Chili!); and Darrell Ivie, Raffle 
Coordinator. 

http://www.gilmanspringsrcflyers.com






The Tirawa 

Here are some photos of my new design. I have been keeping this one sort of close to the. 

vest for a while. It's name is "Tirawa" (Indian for "Great Spirit"). 
It actually doesn't look that far out, but it is anything but that. 

The sculpturing of the fuselage plug is about three times harder to do than appears when 

finished. Notice how the fillets sweep right into the wing and tail. 

Notice that the wing is "I-beam" construction. This makes the strongest, lightest wing 
possible, and uses no plywood. 
Notice that the control surfaces have been hinged so there is no gap between them and the 

wing or tail. 
Notice that the landing gear have door that seal completed ), to the aircraft when retracted. 

Notice that the tail control horns are inside the aircraft and the wing control horns are 

covered. 

Between the shape of the fuselage, wings, tail, and total sealing of all outside drag, this 
aircraft is as aerodynamically clean as one can get it. This aircraft has a very low aspect ratio 
wing. It only has a 44" wingspan but has a 18" cord. There is only 1.5 degrees of dihedral but 
it acts like rnore because of the decreasing airfoil and cord. 



 The tail has anhedral 
for many reasons: One, it 
balances the tail leathers. 
 There is as much 
drag over he stab which is 
below center of thrust as 
there is over the vertical 
which is above center of 
thrust. Two, it greatly im-
proves the duel axis stabil-
ity of the aircraft. 

 

Three, it really looks 
great in flight. LOL 

 
 This aircraft is 
corning in at about 5 
1/2 pounds. 
 Now if all of my 
calculations are correct 
and I expect them to be 
very close, this aircraft 
will fly at about 75 
MPH using about 500 
watts of power. 

 

 

 

 At that speed it 
wll be one 
excellent flying aircraft 
being able to do any 
manuver asked of it. It 
will also have great 

landing ability. 

 

 

 
(Nice work George. 
Check out the aileron 
installation, nice and 
clean) 



 BUT WAJT, THERE IS 
MORE: The motor in this air-
craft produces up to 900 watts 
of power, draws 50 amps, and 
turns a modified 12" by a 
whopping 12" pitch prop at 
13,000 RPM. 

 
 I am not really positive 
about my calculations here, but 
expect it to jump to about 150 
MPH in level flight at lull 
throttle.  
I expect even more corning out 
of a shallow dive. 

 

 Most modelers through the years think a speed aircraft should have the smallest and 

thinnest wing possible. Then overpower it. Now what that aircraft does is "fly off the 

prop". The aircraft has to fly with positive incidence in order to produce enough lift. So 

instead of flying clean, it is approaching the air at a up angle. And now it is time to land 

this thing, you can slow it down or it will fall out of the sky. I know this stuff, I used to fly 

Formula I pylon racing. 

 
This aircraft is not that way. It has enough .ong to fly it true. Notice that even the stab has air-
foil shape instead of just being a slab that is just along for the ride. 

 

So there you have it. 

George Miller "Kalonka" 

By the way. 

George used 

Callies Graphics 

for all the 

graphics on this 

model. 








